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A favorite among successful students, and often recommended by professors, the unique Examples

& Explanations series gives you extremely clear introductions to concepts followed by realistic

examples that mirror those presented in the classroom throughout the semester. Use at the

beginning and midway through the semester to deepen your understanding through clear

explanations, corresponding hypothetical fact patterns, and analysis. Then use to study for finals by

reviewing the hypotheticals as well as the structure and reasoning behind the accompanying

analysis. Designed to complement your casebook, the trusted Examples & Explanations titles get

right to the point in a conversational, often humorous style that helps you learn the material each

step of the way and prepare for the exam at the end of the course. The unique, time-tested

Examples & Explanations series is invaluable to teach yourself the subject from the first day of class

until your last review before the final. Each guide:helps you learn new material by working through

chapters that explain each topic in simple languagechallenges your understanding with

hypotheticals similar to those presented in classprovides valuable opportunity to study for the final

by reviewing the hypotheticals as well as the structure and reasoning behind the corresponding

analysisquickly gets to the point in conversational style laced with humorremains a favorite among

law school studentsis often recommended by professors who encourage the use of study

guidesworks with ALL the major casebooks, suits any class on a given topicprovides an alternative

perspective to help you understand your casebook and in-class lectures
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This was by far the best supplement I used in law school. It is a must for anyone who wants to do

well in Family Law or who wants to practice. This will be in my office and used for years to come!

I own several books in this series and often find them helpful to supplement the casebook. The

questions and hypotheticals posed by this author frequently come up during class, so I feel more

prepared to respond to the prof. The reading is quick and straightforward.

detailed explanation and examples

Good, easy supplement.

This is one of the best books I have purchased.

excellent

Works well for teaching a class.

The book is great for class with the exception the publisher did not provide page numbers, unless I

missed something? I even updated my mac with the new update and was not able to get the page

numbers. I read a few post in the forums and it all made since that the publisher did not provide 

with the page numbers. I am taking a course and the instructor gave page numbers to look at, now it

is hard to quote the page in a essay without purchasing the whole book again paperback. My

suggestions to  and the publishers, they should always provide the page numbers especially when

you have more student purchasing their books electronically for classes. So they do not have to

carry the bulky books around; isn't that the purpose for e-readers? Can we please fix this minor

issue!?
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